
Saving your Display Ad Campaign 
during the Privacy Era



Introduction
Presented by Erik Tammenurm, Co-Founder & CEO of Nexd

• 7 years in AdTech

• Previously Mobile Games/App Developer Globally

• Member of IAB Tech Labs on Data & Programmatic

• Extensively worked on Delivery Optimization, 
Programmatic Integrations and Header Bidding, 
and Consent Management

• Worked on Regulations and AdTech last 4 years



Discussion Points

• GDPR & CCPA – What’s what

• Third-Party Tracking – What, Where and When can I use

• ITP of Browsers

• Heavy Ads

• Possibilities

• Q&A



GDPR & CCPA
Much needed regulations for the 

industry, where tracking was based 

on ability rather than need.



Restricting third-party access

Ownership of data to User

Protection of User Data

What?



Protect users' interests

Contain Bad Actors and 
fraudulence

Keep companies in check

Why?



Cases to 
Protect against

Equifax 2017

Facebook

Yahoo data 
breach in 2013



Effect



Impact to Advertising

• GDPR required the ability to Opt-Out, CCPA requires the user to Opt-In

• Campaigns with Third-Party tracking can show only to users who have explicitly 
Opted In

• Reach penalties are up to 90% – Based on UK ICO’s research in November ’19 only 
10% give full consent for third-party tracking

• Demand-side sees High CPM and Low Performance

• Supply-side sees Low CPM and Low Performance

• All because majority of users are not giving consent



Third-Party 
Tracking
Industry has been reliant on 

Audiences and on which data they 

are based on since 2006.

This has resulted in unlawful, 

unnecessary tracking and data 

storing with questionable results.

Courtesy of Instagram @adtech_memes



What’s considered Third-Party Tracking?

• All platform requests that are not necessary for delivering the content

• First-Party is the publisher or channel what the user is visiting or using (Allowed)

• Second-Party are the vendors that enable the content the user is consuming 
(Allowed)

• Third-Party are the vendors who do not have immediate effect on the users’ 
content consumption (Not allowed without Consent)

• Fourth-Party are the vendors who are processing data and are not present on  
the users’ web behavior (Strictly not allowed)

First-, Second- and all other parties



What are the Penalties?



Frequently Asked Questions

• Google DV360 for Trafficking and Google Campaign Manager for trafficking will 
result in reach penalties

• Using Ad Verification platforms on your campaigns will result in major reach 
penalties

• Using other DMPs will result in major reach penalties



Browsers doing 
their part
ITP is a term that was first coined by Apple. 

Intelligent Tracking Prevention was 

established in order to minimize any third-

party bad actor tracking. 

All major browsers have implemented their 

side of this or will implement in near future.



How are browsers acting?

• Firefox released mechanism to remove all external 
cookies on September 2019

• Safari released mechanism to disable most external 
cookies with a long lifetime on April 2019

• Chrome will remove all third-party cookies by 2022

9.8%

75.7%

7.8%

6.8%

Browser Revenue Share

Firefox Chrome Safari Other





Pay also attention to your Creative
You should be vary also about the performance impact to users

Nearly 50% 
of total rich media 

impressions are 
wasted in 2018 
on load times

ADEXCHANGER, 2018

Google is 
blocking rich 

media ads over 
certain parameters

IN EFFECT FROM 

2020 FEBRUARY

Size
over 4 mb

or

CPU use
over 0,8%

or

Load time
over 2 sec



What are the 
possibilities?
Display Advertising is still the highest 

revenue output for Digital Advertising 

and the industry will adapt new 

methods for maintaining or improving 

performance.

In a fight between Data vs Creativity, 

Creativity wins again.



Contextual Advertising
Going back to the roots – Show your Brand where it fits



Contextual Advertising

• Location-based Advertising – Help your audience find your product near them 

• User reading an article about Sports? Show your brand new sneaker offer

• User looking a video about nature? Show your travel offers

• User reading about finances? Show your financial service offers

• User reading about fashion? There’s definitely a luxury product for advertising

Going back to the roots – Show your Brand where it fits



Be Creative

Priorities of an advertisement campaign

1. Message

2. Form how it’s communicated

3. Context

4. Correct audience

• Use more creative solutions rather than try to think that you are finding the 
right audience

Focus on Creativity not the Audience



Q&A

Erik Tammenurm 

Co-Founder & CEO



Thank You!


